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THE ODE TO
Internship - Photographer
Online gallery The Ode To launched across Europe in April 2018 by a
pop-up collaboration with & Other Stories. The gallery aims to disrupt
the traditional art world and bring a new way to buy art for the next
generation of savvy art collectors in Europe. The Ode To presents a
thoughtfully curated selection of original artworks by exceptional artists.
Job description

The Ode To has become a hyped brand, with a strong focus on visual communication,
regularly featured in magazines such as Recidence, Elle NL, Milk Decoration, Plaza
Interior and countless digital magazines and blogs. As a photo intern at The Ode To you
will get the opportunity to work on a daily basis with a former photography agent and a
creative director with an extensive track record. You get to acquire a valuable experience,
networking with established photographers and stylists as well as building your portfolio
at the same time.

Learning areas & responsibilities

- Manage inhouse photo production including post-production in line with moodboards
and brand imagery, with support from the Creative Director.
- Travel to artist studios to shoot artist portraits.
- Proactively produce GIF’s and short videos of still life sets and showroom.
- Assist in campaign shoots.
- Deliver according to set timeline.

We think that you:

- Feel comfortable taking on a still life/product shoot including post-production.
- Have chosen still life as your area of expertise.
- Feel confident working with both natural & artificial light.
- Have a strong sense of aestethics and the ability to style your own still life sets.
- Are very self-going and used to work in a delivery focused enviroment
- Are collaborative & proactively contribute with positive energy & new ideas.

We offer:

- The opportunity to work with a visually hyped brand.
- To manage your own studio & on location shoots.
- To assist and work with well-known & established photographers & stylists on campaign
shoots.
- Personal portfolio and career advice from former photography agent.

Information

Employee status: Student, Internship
Start: Q3 2020
Location: The Ode To Showroom, & Studio, Kungstensgatan, STHLM.

Apply with

- CV + Cover letter
- Portfolio
- Send application by e-mail: hello@theodeto.com

